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Duck hunting tap to hunting

Mallard Drake If you want to hunt waterfowl, you will need a valid hunting license, free Harvest Information Program (HIP) validation, resident waterfowl validation (if 18 years and older), and federal waterfowl stamp (if 16 years and older). Permission to fish for sea ducks is required for fishing for ducks of harlex, Scottish,
long-sea and duck. The Northwest Oregon Goose Franchise is mandatory to hunt geese in the northwestern part of Oregon during the regular fall season. You can get a northwest Oregon goose permit after passing a special test showing you can distinguish between certain types of geese, including suffocating Canada
geese, a sensitive population that winters in northwestern Oregon. See Oregon Game Bird regulations for details. When to hunt Check the current Oregon Game Bird regulations for details, but generally fall duck and goose seasons open on the same day in October and pass from mid to late January, with some closed
days in between. In addition, there is a short, Canada goose-only season in September in most areas. In general, hunting waterfowl is best when weather conditions are bad. Wind and rain will force the birds to move out of standing water to seek shelter and fly lower, making your shot easier. Where to Hunt Check out
the ODFW Hunting Access map online to find out where you can go waterfowl hunting. Several state wildlife areas and federal sanctuaries have been created to provide habitat for waterfowl, and these usually allow hunting. Some private land is also open for public hunting access, thanks to special ODFW programs. You
can also try knocking on landowners' doors where you see ducks or geese and apply for hunting permits. Remember that you are responsible for knowing the boundaries and regulations for your hunting areas and you must obtain permission to hunt on private land. Most wildlife areas and shelters require hunters to use a
federally-approved, nontoxic shot and get daily hunting permits. Hunting techniques There are three general ways to hunt waterfowl-hunting through bait, jump-shooting, and pass-shooting. Jump-shooting is sneaking into the shotgun range to feed or rest waterfowl. The birds are then flushed (e.g. they start flying up) and
the hunter selects one as the target. This technique can be very productive when visiting many small ponds or walking along a small meandering stream or irrigation canal. When shooting, hunters try to place them in areas where ducks or geese fly when they go between feeding and resting places. This can be a good
technique in certain circumstances, such as very windy days when birds are forced to fly low. On nice weather days, most birds fly too high and are out of the shotgun range, making this technique less effective than jump-shooting or hunting through bait. Hunting through baits is a classic way to hunt waterfowl. Hunters
place bait on which could be used by waterfowl, hide near bait, and try to lure around birds within range of a shotgun (using calls, for example). non-ne- You will need a lot of baits and elaborate blind hide by using this method. Many waterfowl hunters, especially on smaller bodies of water, use only six baits, hide in any
nearby vegetation that is available and do not have to try to call birds at all. Set with the wind on your back, this way the birds will approach the bait in front of you. Hunting over baits has its advantages. Since birds are working bait (circling them to see if it's safe to land) hunters can determine what kind of birds they are.
Also, birds often try to land with baits, which also brings them within range of a shotgun. For tips on setting up baits, see Decoding waterfowl. Equipment Hunters usually wear draque or camouflage clothing because waterfowl have excellent eyesight. Hip boots and chest broilers, although not needed, are ideal for
searching for birds that have fallen into the water. Retrieving dogs can also help find and retrieve ducks that fall into water or heavy vegetation. Use any shotgun you like; 12 and 20 gauge are the most popular. Be aware that your weapon will be exposed to mud, water and other elements. Also, state and federal law
mandates that non-venomous shot be used for all waterfowl hunting. Steel is the most popular and cheapest of the non-toxic shot available for hunting. Protect yourself Like humans, birds sometimes get the flu and usually it's not cause for concern. A highly contagious HPAI H5N1 type of bird flu that has caused
worldwide concern has never been detected in North America. Nevertheless, hunters should observe normal hygiene measures when dressing waterfowl and other game: When handling and cleaning game, wear rubber or latex gloves. Do not eat, drink, smoke or touch the face when handling birds. Keep the game bird
and its juices away from other foods. Thoroughly clean the blades and any other devices or surfaces that touch the birds. Use a solution of one third of a cup of chlorine bleach per gallon of water. Wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds after handling birds (or with alcohol-based hand products if
your hands are not visibly soiled). Hunting safely Always know the location of your fellow hunters, including your dog. Keep the gun muzzle pointing in a safe direction all the time. Keep your finger off the trigger guards until ready to shoot. Treat every firearm as if it were loaded. Make sure your goal and what's in front of
it and beyond. Dressing the bird Remember, wildlife laws require you to leave one wing or bird head attached during transportation. Leave one of these on until you get your bird home. Pluck feathers on the lower breast and abdomen. Cut the abdominal skin on the bottom of the breast. Bend the bird backwards and
remove all the insides. Pluck feathers or remove the feather sheath. Dry the bird and keep it cool until you get home, then refrigerate until Cooking. Baiting waterfowl proper bait placement is essential for hunting success. In general, should not be further than 40 meters from the blind. This will help you assess the
distance and make good shots of the approaching birds. Baits should be distributed to one or two landing zones near the blind. When exposing the bait to spread and placing the blind, it is important to remember that the birds will always land coming into the wind. Here are some examples of baiting locations for water
and field orchards. Whether you have six baits or six dozen, the basics of setting baits remain the same. You want to have wind on your back and bait in front, with an open area where you expect the birds to try to land. When hunting on large ponds or rivers with currents, make sure your bait lines are not worn out, are
securely tied and have weights heavy enough to hold the bait in place. When hunting ducks, many species will respond well to wild baits. However, having groups of baits of other species in your spread can improve your success. Movement can also improve your success. Ducks move constantly when on the water,
creating wolves on the water and flashes of white as they stretch their wings and flutter around. This movement on the water attracts ducks from great distances and helps convince the birds that your spread of baits is a group of real ducks. Jerk rigs and spin-wing bait are popular in Oregon for creating movement.
Remember, motorized bait and ripple-making devices are illegal in Oregon. All movement must be driven by man. Cooking Duck In the Kitchen, savvy wildlife chefs know that ducks are technically poultry, but it is best to treat duck rather than beef as chicken. That's because ducks need to fly hundreds of miles a day
during annual migration and develop breast muscles that contain up to 80% myoglobin-rich, dark red muscle fibers compared to just 10% of these fibers in chicken. When cooking behind the medium, the rich blood in the duck breast gets dark and tends to taste livery. As a rule, cook duck breast like you would a fine
steak, and cook duck legs as if you're a good stew cut beef. The following recipes provide easy access for handling duck breasts and legs. As a throwback, we also included the classic Oregon recipe we found in Recipes from the Wild Side, an ODFW employee cookbook published in 1993. Hank Shaw's cookbook Duck,
Duck, Goose offers some other excellent, modern approaches to cooking waterfowl. Seared Duck Breast Trim skin-on duck breast. Season with salt, as if you are a nice steak. Heat the butter and oil in a frying pan over a medium low heat. Put the duck breast skin side down in the pan and hold it there for about 15
seconds with your finger - like chefs at a restaurant holding bacon. This will keep the duck breasts from curling up. Let the duck cook for a few minutes on a very low heat until the skin crisps. Flip the duck and continue cooking in the pan until the internal temperature reaches between 135 to 145 degrees F. Remove the
duck breast, leave to rest staned with foil, then slice and serve as you would Sprinkle lightly with salt and pepper until finish. Duck Leg Ham This recipe is a creative way to turn rich, skin-based duck legs into small duck thighs. Ideal for serving as you would any other ham than in scrambled eggs or in white-bean soup.
The duck is brine-cured for a few days. These legs are similar to duck confit, but lighter. For the salt 8 cups water 1/4 cup salt 1 teaspoon wholegrain rolls 4 pepper berries 2 berries leaves 1 large thyme twig A few cloves 1 slim teaspoon and pink curing salt #1 For the broth 1 onion A few cloves of garlic A few thyme
sprouts 1 bay leaf 3 cloves A few spices Put the trimmed, duck breast in a glass bowl. Whisk together the brine ingredients, and pour salt over the duck legs. Make sure the meat is submerged. Store in the refrigerator for 2-3 days or up to a week. This will cure the legs. To cook the duck, remove the legs from the brine
and place in a large saucepan. Cover with water and add onion, thyme, garlic, pepper, bay leaf and clove. Bring to the boil, and simmer gently for about 40 minutes, until the meat pulls lightly off the legs of the fork. Remove the legs and allow to cool. To finish the legs, preheat the oven to 375F. Arrange your feet skin side
up in a pan or baking dish and bake for 30 minutes, covered. Then bake for 15 minutes uncovered on top rack - or until skin crisps and brown nicely. Serve your feet on a plate as an forejok or shred to include with scrambled eggs or beans. Adapted from a recipe in David Tanis's Plate of Fig Mother's Wild Duck Recipe
used continuously by the family of Peter L. Barnhisel since the early 1920s, first in Klamath Falls and then Corvallis. Shoot the duck. Choose, clean and wash the duck. Liberally salt and pepper cavities. Stuff the cavities with 2 pieces each of onion, celery, orange and garlic clove, cut in half. The cavity should be firmly
filled with these pieces. Rub the duck skin with lemon juice, then olive oil, and lightly salt the skin. Bake at 480ºF for 20 to 35 minutes, depending on the size of the bird. Serve hot, one duck per person, with wild rice and stuffed with tomatoes or asparagus. Photo Caption Pat Wray Wray
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